If we conduct the same experiment in two laboratories or repeat a classical study many years later, will we obtain the same results? Recent research with mice in neural and behavioral genetics yielded different results in different laboratories for certain phenotypes, and these findings suggested to some researchers that behavior may be too unstable for fine-scale genetic analysis. Here we expand the range of data on this question to additional laboratories and phenotypes, and, for the first time in this field, we formally compare recent data with experiments conducted 30 -50 years ago. For ethanol preference and locomotor activity, strain differences have been highly stable over a period of 40 -50 years, and most strain correlations are in the range of r ‫؍‬ 0.85-0.98, as high as or higher than for brain weight. For anxiety-related behavior on the elevated plus maze, on the other hand, strain means often differ dramatically across laboratories or even when the same laboratory is moved to another site within a university. When a wide range of phenotypes is considered, no inbred strain appears to be exceptionally stable or labile across laboratories in any general sense, and there is no tendency to observe higher correlations among studies done more recently. Phenotypic drift over decades for most of the behaviors examined appears to be minimal.
agonistic behavior ͉ anxiety ͉ ethanol preference ͉ gene-environment interaction ͉ locomotor activity I f we conduct the same experiment in two laboratories or repeat a classical study many years later, will we obtain the same results? Recent research with mice in neural and behavioral genetics yielded somewhat different results in different laboratories for certain phenotypes (1) (2) (3) (4) , and these findings evoked what Pfaff (5) termed an ''old stereotype,'' i.e., that behavior may be too unstable for fine-scale genetic analysis. Here we expand the range of data on this question to additional laboratories and phenotypes, and, for the first time in this field, we formally compare recent data with experiments conducted 30-50 years ago. We find that several kinds of behavior are genetically quite stable.
It is now common practice to backcross targeted mutations in mice onto the same standard, inbred strain background in different laboratories. If the background genotype on which mutations are placed does not behave consistently across laboratories, our understanding of the effects of gene manipulations on behaviors may be compromised. Comprehensive information on a wide range of inbred strain characteristics is now being compiled in the Mouse Phenome Database (6) in a manner that facilitates comparisons among different phenotypes studied in different laboratories. Many investigators are now using gene expression information for brain tissue of recombinant inbred strains from the Gene Network (www.genenetwork.org) to compare phenotypes across strains (7) . What constitutes a high between-trait strain correlation depends critically on the magnitude of the strain correlation for the same trait measured in different laboratories or at different times.
To repeat a genetic experiment, the genotype of the animals must be replicable. Brother-by-sister mating can achieve genetic purity in an inbred strain after 60 generations (8) . Derivation of standard strains of mice commenced with the DBA strain in 1909, BALB in 1913, and C57BL in 1921 (9) . By 1950, many strains maintained by The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) had undergone Ͼ40 generations of full sibling mating. Today, when two laboratories obtain samples of the same strain, they can be confident that the genotypes are almost identical, but genetic contamination can occur when rigorous inbreeding is not practiced (10) (11) (12) . Consequently, in this analysis we compare only data reported for the same substrains from one supplier, the The Jackson Laboratory (laboratory code J), in almost all cases.
Only simultaneous study of identical tests given to identical mouse strains can evaluate replicability in the strict sense, and any differences in results must arise from the inevitable difference between the environments in the research facilities external to the test situation itself. Comparisons of reasonably similar tests given to nearly identical strains in different years in different laboratories, however, evaluate the robustness of behavioral test results to methodological differences, including small genetic differences, that exist between most published reports. Details of the test situation usually differ to some extent between laboratories (13) , and the field is principally concerned with this category.
We selected for historical comparisons studies based on previously published reports of tests given to inbred strains from The Jackson Laboratory. First, they had to provide data on at least five of the same substrains examined by at least one of our four laboratories. Second, they had to provide sufficient information in the published article that we could determine the sample size, mean score, and standard deviation for each strain, so that an unweighted-means ANOVA could be performed to compare studies (14) . Third, they had to measure essentially the same behavior on a scale that allowed meaningful comparisons. it is measured on the same scale in grams in all studies. Fig. 1A compares data collected in the Edmonton laboratory with strain means in four other data sets. ANOVAs comparing all possible pairs of data sets and details of methods for measuring brains in each study are provided in Tables 1 and 2 and Supporting Text, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. The Edmonton and Portland strain means were very similar indeed (r ϭ 0.98), and average weights across all strains were almost identical at the two sites (0.452 and 0.456 g, respectively) (15) . Methods of fixation were very similar in the Williams (16) study, and the correlation of Edmonton data with their strain means was very high (r ϭ 0.88). The two older studies (17, 18) both weighed unfixed brains, and fresh brain weights are expected to be slightly larger than fixed brain weights, but there is no reason to expect major strain-dependent differences in shrinkage (19) .The similarity between the Edmonton data and the Roderick et al.
means collected 30 years earlier on the same strains (17) was very high (r ϭ 0.84), whereas the Storer (18) and Edmonton data were notably less similar (r ϭ 0.54).
There were some discrepancies between older and more recent data. The clearly greater brain size of C57BL͞6J than A͞J in our study and the Williams study was not seen in the Roderick et al. (17) and Storer (18) studies. On the other hand, the tight clustering of means for strains AKR͞J, C57BL͞6J, and SM͞J was seen in all four studies spanning a range of 35 years. Strain SWR͞J brains were considerably heavier (by 46 mg) than strain SJL͞J in the Storer data, in contrast with the other three studies. Results from the ANOVAs (Table 1) reveal that the strain-bylaboratory interaction was in all but one case significant, yet it was substantial by our criteria (interaction effect size more than half the strain main effect size; see Methods) only for the comparisons of the Storer data (18) with brain weights from the Wahlsten laboratory (15). Ethanol Preference. The remarkable preference of the C57BL͞6J mouse strain for a 10% ethanol solution versus tap water and the distaste of DBA͞2J for ethanol was originally discovered in 1959 (20) , and the technique of measuring ethanol preference was thoroughly explored by Fuller (21) . In 1966 Rodgers (22) Table 3 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). We present data from each study where a two-bottle preference test of 10% ethanol versus tap water was done with bottle position changed systematically over a period of at least 4 days. Methods of testing preference are described in detail in Table 4 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. The results of D.A.F. could not be compared with Belknap et al. (23) because the two studies included only two identical substrains (C57BL͞6J and DBA͞2J). The strain correlations among the four studies done 30 or more years apart are impressive indeed ( Fig. 1B and Table 1 ) and for three data sets versus Rodgers (22) are slightly greater than the strain correlations seen for brain weight in independent studies. A considerable number of other studies with fewer inbred strains has been published over the years, and, to our knowledge, the high ethanol preference of C57BL͞6J versus the pronounced aversion to ethanol of DBA͞2J has been confirmed in every report. Thus, this behavioral difference is highly robust with respect to laboratory environments and the fine details of methods used to assess preference.
Although strain correlations are generally very high, the ANOVAs (Table 1) point to several significant strain-bylaboratory interactions. These two indicators of replicability are not in conflict, because the interaction effects are invariably much smaller that the massive main effects of strain. Nevertheless, closer inspection of strain distributions (Fig. 1B) reveals some noteworthy differences for certain pairs of strains. If an investigator works with only a few inbred strains and happens to include one or two that are especially sensitive to conditions of rearing and͞or testing, these kinds of interaction effects could undermine replicability.
Locomotor Activity. Depending on the test conditions, locomotion is used to index complex traits such as general health, exploratory drive, novelty seeking, anxiety, and the potential future preference for drugs of abuse. The first large survey of 15 inbred strains in 1953 by Thompson (24) involved a simple count by a human of the lines crossed by the mouse in a box divided into 5 ϫ 5-inch squares. Fifteen years later, Southwick and Clark (25) used the same size enclosure but counted entries into 6 ϫ 6-inch squares. Fifty years after Thompson, Liu and Gershenfeld (26) used a computer to monitor beam breaks of photocells spaced 2.5 cm apart, whereas the J.C.C. and D.W. laboratories used video tracking at 25 frames per second. Further details of the test in all laboratories are specified in Table 5 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. Results are compared in Fig. 1C and Table 1 . To aid comparisons among studies, we converted all data to a common measurement scale, centimeters traveled per minute. Fig. 1C and Table 1 indicate that results of studies done 40-50 years apart are remarkably similar. Every laboratory found that A͞J was the least active and C57BL͞6J was among the most active strains, and the same result has been reported in virtually every other published study involving fewer strains. In only one comparison was the correlation notably lower and the interaction term really large relative to the strain main effect: Liu and Gershenfeld (26) versus Thompson (24) . Thompson (24) found large differences between C3H͞HeJ and A͞J and between BALB͞cJ and C57BL͞6J, whereas Liu and Gershenfeld (26) observed only minor differences between these strain pairs. This was not a consequence of the great time span between the studies, because the Thompson data (24) were highly correlated with results of Southwick and Clark (25) as well as our own very recent data.
Elevated Plus Maze. Anxiety or anxiety-like behavior, as assessed by the elevated plus maze (27, 28) , is very sensitive to environmental variation. In our previous study of eight mouse strains on the elevated plus maze in three laboratories, average anxiety-like behavior levels were much lower in Edmonton than Portland for almost all strains (1), even though we used physically identical apparatus and test protocols. Five years later we ran the same test in Edmonton and Portland using the same mazes and protocols from the previous study, expanding the sample to 21 inbred strains. This time, our two laboratories obtained very similar results (Fig. 2A) . ANOVA indicated very large differences among strains, no significant laboratory difference, and a very small strain-by-laboratory interaction ( Table 1) .
Four of the strains in the current study were also tested in our earlier study (1) . As shown in Fig. 2C , open arm exploration increased markedly for strain BALB͞cByJ in Portland, whereas it decreased considerably for strains A͞J, BALB͞cByJ, and DBA͞2J in Edmonton. The apparatus and protocols were the same, but laboratory environments changed considerably at both sites. The colony and testing rooms in Edmonton were moved to another wing of the same building, into an area where several other mammalian species were housed in a bustling, centralized animal facility, whereas the testing laboratory in Portland was moved from a large facility where many mouse studies were being done at the same time to a more isolated location in another building where the mice for this study were housed in the same room with the test apparatus.
The elevated plus maze test was originally devised for use with rats and later was adapted for use with mice (29) , then applied to several inbred strains by Trullas and Skolnick (30) . Our physical maze and procedures and those used by Trullas and Skolnick (30) were almost the same (Table 6 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site), because we found their version to be serviceable and therefore copied it. The results of our current study and the Trullas and Skolnick (30) study were drastically different for strains C3H͞HeJ, BALB͞ cByJ, and C57BL͞6J (Fig. 2B) , and the strain-by-laboratory interaction was large relative to the main effect of strain.
Studies with 6-11 inbred strains on the elevated plus maze have been reported from several laboratories (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) , but unfortunately the number of specific substrains in common with our experiment or the study of Trullas and Skolnick (30) was four or fewer in every instance. By treating substrains from different suppliers as effectively the same strain, it was possible to compute correlations involving three to six strains in common. Mean scores for four strains that were examined in all eight laboratories are shown in Fig. 2D . Three studies yielded strain means that were positively correlated for four to six strains in common (32) (33) (34) , whereas the results of Yilmazer-Hanke et al. (35) were negatively correlated with each of these three studies but positively correlated with the data from Edmonton and Portland.
Many factors can influence mouse anxiety (36) . Consequently, the experimenter needs to choose test parameters very carefully. At the same time, the great similarity of apparatus and procedures in the synchronized Edmonton and Portland experiments and the independent test by Trullas and Skolnick (30) did not yield similar data (Fig. 2B) . Furthermore, we could detect no major differences or similarities in methods, as described in Table 6 , that could account for the patterns of strain correlations among the eight studies (Fig. 2D) . This suggests that variations in the local laboratory environments had important influences on the manifestation of mouse anxiety.
Other Behaviors. Agonistic behavior of male mice appears to be strongly influenced by rearing and testing conditions (37) . Two early studies found opposite rank orderings of two strains (38, 39) , an interaction that Ginsburg (40) later attributed to forceps handling of young mice before weaning in one of the laboratories. Maxson et al. (41) demonstrated Y chromosome effects on agonistic behavior and their interaction with genetic background (41) , but the consomic line differences vanished when the strains were moved into a specific pathogen-free laboratory, a geneenvironment interaction that was eventually traced to the acidified water (37) . Selective breeding is very effective in creating large line differences if the males are reared in isolation, but the line difference largely disappears when they are instead reared in groups (42) (43) (44) . Recent inbred strain surveys (45) (46) (47) (48) used very different test methods and͞or different substrains, and they differed substantially in many details from the 1968 multiplestrain comparison by Southwick and Clark (25) . The available data did not warrant a formal statistical comparison between studies, and we could not evaluate the stability of scores over decades.
A number of multiple strain surveys of behavior have been done recently and are reported in the Mouse Phenome Database (www.jax.org͞phenome). At the present time, however, the Mouse Phenome Database includes few instances where the same phenotype was examined by different laboratories. We have compared data on the accelerating rotarod and water escape learning in two laboratories, but our refined versions were considerably different from previous tasks. In the future, it will be informative to assess replicability by carefully copying the apparatus and protocols of earlier studies.
Discussion
It is evident from these comparisons among studies that inbred strain differences for ethanol preference and locomotor activity are highly replicable across laboratories and even decades, whereas strain differences in elevated plus maze exploration are strongly dependent on local conditions. Data on agonistic behavior suggest that it is also very sensitive to pretesting environment, but stability over decades cannot yet be fairly judged. Thus, there is no basis for viewing mouse behavior as inherently unstable or unsuitable for genetic analysis in any general sense. Some of the classical strain differences in behavior that were discovered 40-50 years ago are highly robust and still evident today. Other kinds of tests are more labile. These findings do not imply that tests of anxiety and agonistic interactions are bad tests. On the contrary, the tests are very sensitive to genuine individual and strain differences in the constructs they are designed to assess, but the processes underlying those constructs are also very sensitive to environmental conditions. The data do not indicate that any one strain is especially stable or labile across a wide range of behavioral phenotypes. Certain extreme strain differences on certain tasks, such as C57BL͞6J versus DBA͞2J on ethanol preference and C57BL͞6J versus A͞J on motor activity, are highly replicable over laboratories and decades, but those strains show considerable variation for other phenotypes such as anxiety-related and agonistic behaviors. C57BL͞6J quickly develops obesity and diabetes on a high-fat diet (49) and as a neonate is easily primed by loud noise so that it later suffers audigenic seizures (50) . C57BL͞6J serves as a good choice when backcrossing a new mutation onto a standard strain background, not because it is markedly stable phenotypically, but because it breeds reasonably well and is so widely used as a de facto standard in different laboratories.
Comparisons of current and classical data suggest that minor genetic changes over several decades have been of little consequence for mouse behavioral testing and, ipso facto, demonstrate the robustness of carefully conducted behavioral assays. It appears that substrain differentiation is generally not a major threat to replicability of behavioral data over several decades, provided the substrains are formed after the root strain has already been inbred for many generations. A study of 1,638 single-nucleotide polymorphisms observed that differences among several C57BL͞6 substrains represented residual heterozygosity at the time substrains were separated as well as new mutations (51) . Allelic differences at 12 of 342 microsatellite loci were noted between the C57BL͞6J and C57BL͞6NTac substrains that were separated in 1951, Ͼ150 generations ago (52) . A C57BL͞6J mouse from The Jackson Laboratory today will not be identical nucleotide-for-nucleotide to the same strain 50 years ago. It will nevertheless be far more similar to its own ancestor in 1950 than to substrains separated early in the history of a major strain, for example C57BL͞10, C57L, and C58 (51), or to another substrain separated around 1950.
All of the phenotypes examined here rank as highly complex traits. Quantitative trait locus analyses have indicated influences of multiple loci for brain weight (16) and for the behavioral traits studied (53) . A minor change in one or two of many pertinent genes should not shift the mean score of a specific strain appreciably when it is tested several decades later. There does not seem to be any tendency in the data reviewed here for strains to differ more substantially when the studies were conducted many years apart. For example, the ethanol preference data of A.B. were more similar to those of Rodgers (22) (24) activity data were not highly correlated with the data from Liu and Gershenfeld (26), they were very similar to more recent data from the Edmonton laboratory.
The importance of many fine details of husbandry and testing is recognized on the basis of carefully controlled experiments conducted within a single laboratory. Phytoestrogens in the diet (54), cage enrichment (4), cage position in the colony room (55) , size of the drinking spout orifice (56), shipping before testing (57) , and even the specific experimenter administering the test (4, 58) have been found to affect laboratory mouse physiology and behavior. Nevertheless, just as a single gene usually accounts for little variance on its own, it is highly unlikely that a multidimensional laboratory difference in behavioral data can be traced to a single environmental variant. A small environmental effect might be evident within a carefully controlled experiment, whereas the same effect might not be audible amidst the cacophony of multiple laboratory-specific parameters in rearing and testing.
The sample of phenotypes in this systematic comparison of recent and classical data sets is not sufficient to warrant strong conclusions about what kinds of behavior should be most and least robust across laboratories. Very tentatively, we suggest that things more closely associated with sensory input and motor output will tend to be less affected by minor variants in the laboratory environment, whereas behaviors related to emotional and social processes will be more labile. A similar classification regarding degree of genetic influence has been proposed on theoretical grounds by Lipp (59) .
Methods
Animals and Laboratories. Data on brain weight, open field activity, and elevated plus maze were collected simultaneously in the J.C.C. laboratory in Portland and the D.W. laboratory in Edmonton, whereas data on ethanol preference were collected in the A.B. and D.A.F. laboratories as separate studies done within a few months of each other. We all obtained the animals from The Jackson Laboratory at 4-6 weeks of age. The D.W. and J.C.C. laboratories evaluated the same 21 inbred strains, consisting of priority lists A and B of the Mouse Phenome Project (129S1͞ SvImJ, A͞J, AKR͞J, BALB͞cByJ, C3H͞HeJ, C57BL͞6J, C57L͞J, C58͞J, CAST͞EiJ, DBA͞2J, FVB͞NJ, MOLF͞EiJ, NOD͞LtJ, NZB͞BlNJ, PERA͞EiJ, PL͞J, SJL͞J, SM͞J, SPRET͞EiJ, and SWR͞J) plus the strain BTBR Tϩ tf͞J from list D (www.jax.org͞phenome), which has an interesting but viable loss of forebrain commissures (15) . The A.B. laboratory studied 28 strains, and the D.A.F. laboratory studied 22 strains (Table 3) , 10 of which were common to at least two studies but were in addition to those studied by the J.C.C. and D.W. laboratories (129P3͞J, BALB͞cJ, BUB͞BnJ, C57BL͞KsJ, CBA͞J, CE͞J, I͞LnJ, LP͞J, RIIIS͞J, and SEA͞GnJ). No attempt was made to equate the housing conditions in the four laboratories, but conditions were nevertheless quite similar, as described in Table 7 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.
Data Analysis. There currently is no standard in the field for what size a strain correlation denotes a bona fide replication of results. Instead, we rely strongly on close inspection of the data by those having extensive experience with a particular kind of test. Strictly speaking, replication of results in two laboratories requires a large strain difference but no strain-by-laboratory interaction effect. The magnitude of a strain difference can be expressed as partial 2 , the proportion of variance attributable to the differences among strain means when laboratory differences are removed from the equation. The partial 2 can also be estimated for an interaction effect (1). If 2 for an interaction effect is considerably less than 2 for a strain main effect, then we consider the interaction to be relatively small, even if its statistical significance (P value) is beyond reproach. Likewise, to be considered large or substantial in a strain-by-laboratories study, the interaction effect size should be at least half the strain main effect size when data are compared across two laboratories.
